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Center to be
completed soon

university

Vol. XLV, No. 7

Thursday, November 4, 1976, Seattle, Washington

S.U. Asian program dropped
Nathalie Weber
The University's three-yearold Asian Studies program has
been dropped due to lack of
University support.
According to Br. William
Yam, S.J., full-time librarian
and adviser of the Asian Studies
program, S.U. cannot afford
promotional costs of the
program. Yam says promotion is
necessary to attract students.
The four students currently
enrolled in the program will be
allowed to complete their fouryear requirements. Yam said.
The last student will graduate in
by

have two years
of Japanese," Yam said. "So
once you wipe out the year of
Japanese, you wipe out the
Japanese part of the program."
Yam said that the Philippine
section of the program has also
been discontinued. This decision
was made by Yam.
"I discussed the possibility of
continuingthe Philippine part of
to Japan have to

THE SECOND problem bin-

STACKS OF BOXES and office equipment make the un- three years.
finished Minority Affairs Office in the McGoldrick Student
One student has already
Development Center unusable. The center was to be dedicated graduated from the program and
is planning to attend graduate
last month but remodeling is still being completed.
by Teresa Wippel

Delays in completion of
remodeling the Mcdoldrick
Center are due to a limited staff
and limited finances, according
Marlow, plant
the John
manager.
Originally slated tobe finished
in October, the Center houses
Campus Ministry, Career Planning and Placement, Counseling
and Testing, and Minority Affairs. All offices are completed,
Marlow said,except for painting
and some plumbing in the
Minority Affairs office, which
will be finished a week from
Friday.

conditions that did arise during
the construction phase," Marlow
said. He added that "everyoneon
campus is aware of the fact that
we're understaffed at the present
time due to the University's
financial problems."
The task of remodeling the
Center was a big one, according
to Marlow. Complete re-wiring,
re-plumbing, knocking out and
replacing walls, and putting in
new carpeting and new ceilings
were included in the project. "On
top of that," Marlow said, "we
were doing everything else"
(concerning maintenance work
at S.U.)

SAID plant
four
has
maintenance personnel at the
time, including a
present
plumber, a carpenter, a painter
and himself. Financial situations
at the Universitynecessitated use
of the available personnel in the
remodeling of the Center. These
people were also needed for
work
general maintenance
around the University, causing
delays in the Center's completion.
"1 feel that the problems with
the Center were due primarily to
not taking,into consideration the
unusual numbers of emergency
MARLOW

management

MARLOW HAS INITIATED a long-term plan to
alleviate
the understaffing
problem, and is in the process of
hiring an additional man at the
present time. Within a year,
Marlow hopes to have enough
staff "to handle any problems
which may arise on campus."
Cooperation from the staff,
management and students has
been helpful, Marlow said. As
for the offices involved in the
remodeling, Marlow said he
"would be naive to say that they
aren't unhappy, but they are
understanding."

Theft of citizen band radios
and tape decks from cars parked
on campus can be halted if the
owners lock their receiver or
aerial in the trunk, according to
S.U.s security supervisor.
Long antennaes on cars lead
thiefs right to their targets, Eric
Weightman, security supervisor
said yesterday.
WEIGHTMAN

made

the

statement in reference to a foggy
weekend two weeks ago when

five cars parked in the Campion
lower lot had their windows
smashed and articles removed.
He blamed the thefts on a
roving band of teenagers who
have vandalized several homes in
the neighborhood recently. Two
suspects have been questioned by
Seattle police in connection with
the campus incident.
Weightman said there has
been only one other vandalism
incident on campus this quarter,
which occurred October 25. On
that evening the window of a car
parked by Xavier Hall was
smashed in an attempt to steal a
tape deck, Weightman said.
STUDENTS are reminded

that the University is not responsible for damage or theft of
vehicles parked on campus,
Weightman said. The University's damage policy is stated on
the parking contract that
students sign when issued parking stickers.
The bulk of the parking security problem is at the Campion
Tower lot, Weightman admitted,
mainly because it's difficult for
one guard to patrol the main
campus as well as the Campion
lot. Two guards work the same
shift but one must always remain
in the guardhouse.
The problem in patrolling
Campion is due in part also to
the largeamount of student and
off-campus traffic through the
lot, Weightman said. Thismakes
it difficult to keep track of why
certain vehicles may be parked in
the lot.

CAMPION does have its own
security force to patrol the
building and the guards are instructed to patrol the lot as well,
according to Steve Delmore,
Campion janitorial supervisor.
But they can't see everything that
happens, he added.

program so that people become
interested in it.
"Seattle U. is caught in a
moneycrunch at this time," Yam
said. "It can't afford the investment to make the program selfsupporting."

the program with Dr. Guppy and

He said that without full-time
direction and funds to support
the Philippine section of the
program, it would "just be dragging along."

me the option."

YAM SAID he sees value in
the program because in addition
to offering a worthwhile education, the program also reflects

Br. William Yam, S.J
brought it to his attention that
the Philippine program doesn't
depend upon the Japanese
language," Yam said. "He gave

economics,
concentrate on
Yam said his decision to terhistory, political science and minate the Philippine section
sociology.
was largely a reflection of the
The program has been ter- problems the program had enminated under the direction of countered in the past three years.
Dr. William A.Guppy,academic- He cited two problems that were

vice president. According to particularly difficult on the
Guppy. the University is losing program's operation.
money on second year Japanese
"First, the administration
language courses because of
small enrollment in those
courses. The University,
therefore, has discontinued second year Japanese which also
cuts one year of required study
from the Japanese section of the
Asian Studies program.
New projectors arrived hours
"THOSE IN THE Asian before the showing of last week's
Studies program who are going second ASSU film, "Gone With
the Wind," to enhance the viewing with $3500 worth of new
equipment.
Two projectors with
Cinemascopelenses start the list
Part of the problem stems of new equipment and to comfrom the start of a new year and plete the outfit are the mark 300
the time it takes to train new lamp and a change over system
student guards. It's just a matter which allows no waiting in
between the reels of film.
of proper trainingand procedure
to stop vandalism incidents,
A FEW hitches did accomDelmore said.
pany
the arrival of the projecIn another effort to decrease
clasp was missing which
tors,
a
crime on campus, Weightman
Cinemascopelens onto
holds
the
guards
security
will essaid the
Also theContinenprojector.
the
cort women back and forth
strike
held up the
tal
Airline
and
Campion
the main
between
Los Angeles from
delivery
in
campus.

the Northwest.
"I haven't lost faith in the
program," he said. "It fits in well
with Seattle as the Northwest
gateway to the Orient."
Yam said, however, that

there
is no revival of the program in
sight.

New projectors give
ASSU movies a lift

Campus theft protection possible
by John Sutherland

ding the Asian studies program
was the lack of promotional
money. Yam said it is necessary
to have money to promote the

school in Japan.One student will
graduate this spring, two are
juniors and one is a sophomore.
THE ASIAN STUDIES
program was established in1973
to afford students interested in
internation business and law or
foreign service with the opportunity to study abroad.
Under this program, the first
two years were spent studying
either the Japanese or Filipino
language in addition to core requirement for two years. Junior
year the student studied in Japan
or the Philippines and senior
year he would return to S.U. to

knows I'm a full-time librarian
and Ican't give much time to the
Asian Studies program," Yam
said.
He explained that whena new
chairman had to be selected last
year when former Chairman
Gerald Ricard resigned, the only
people at the University who
were qualified to accept the
chairmanship were himself and
Bob Flor, former assistant of
Minority Affairs. Flor also
resigned last year, so Yam
accepted the chairmanship.

Monday until it was finally
delivered last Friday.
In honor of Gene E. Lynn and
his donation of $3500 for the
projectors, a plaque is being
proposed by Tim Brown, ASSU
president, and will hang in Pigott
Auditorium.
Plant management plans to
build a permanent stand for the
new projectors. Brown said. A
new policy will be implemented
regarding operation of the projectors: only authorized people
will be allowed to operate the
equipment.
GROUPS who would like to
use the equipment will have to
pay the trained operators to run
the projectors to safeguard new
audio-visual equipment.
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Analysis

Editorial

From peanuts to presidency

Chieftain paint a
real eye-opener
It is 1976. The Skinnerean psychologists who five years
ago told us bright colors would make us step lively and be
happy are out of vogue but the S.U. community still suffers
under their anachronistic yoke.
This problem is most evident in the Chieftain, the hub of
our community. Its "pop art" colors make one feel as if one's
eyeballs have been thrown in with a load of Elton John's
laundry.
Potential paying customers for three courses of either
boules de boeuf au jus or Elementary French so they can read
the menu are greeted by an obscenely splayed rainbow of
glowing oils at the building's cavernous entrance.
COLORS RANGE from "clockwork orange" to "purple
pupil popper" to "migraine magenta." Yarbles! They say that
on the cans the paint came in the Dutch Boy was wearing sunglasses.

by Christine Bierman
Democrat Jimmy Carter
defeated President Gerald Ford
by receiving the yes-nod of the
South and of five electoral voterich states in the race for the
Presidency Tuesday.
As of early Wednesday's
count.— Carter squeaked by
Ford 51 percent to 48
percent— in the popular vote.
VOTES FOR Independent
party candidate Eugene McCarthy and American Independent party candidate Lester
Maddox comprised the remaining percent.
Carter had a comfortable lead
in the electoral college vote
which determines the fate of
presidential candidates.
Washington cast its nine electoral votes infavor of Ford, who
won 53 percent to Carter's 45
percent of the state's vote.
Ford won in Michigan (his
home state) and was very strong
in the Midwest and West.
WITH California, Illinois,
Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin
votes still up for grabs. United
Press International declared
Carter the winner around midnight (Seattle time) Tuesday.
President-elect Carter will
become the39th President of the
United States on January 20,
1977 and the first Deep South
president since Zachary Taylor
in 1848.
Carter led a sweep of
Democratic candidates for
Senate and House of Representative seats, as the party continued its majority control of

Democrats retained their majority leadership in the Senate as
they have since 1955.
With 218 seats required for a

term.

While ticket splitting occurred

at the state officer level, the
Democrats kept control of both
legislative houses.
These proposals went down to

majority and with half the races

finished, theDemocrats took 167

The inside decor of the Chieftain is a collection of plastic
chairs and metal tables, a priceless display of Contemporary
American Bus Depot, combined with yellow,orange and red
crepe sculptures dangling from the ceiling which lend a
paradoxical carnival atmosphere to this clinic where morning
zombies line up for coffee transfusions.
On the way upstairs an unusual item: a red
radiator.
On the landing no computation is required. The number 2
(two) 2 is indicated both integerically and ideophonically in
five-foot high white symbols. Sea-Tacky.
In other words, the Chieftain renovation that everyone
Congress.
talks about all the time is overdue.

and the Republicans claimed 75.
A DEMOCRAT named Dixy
Lee Ray beat King County Executive John Spellman in
another toss-up race to become
Washington's first female gover-

Contrasts seen in mock results

$505,613 to $233,614.

A mock presidential poll
sponsored by the ASSU last
Friday showed Gerald Fordand
Jimmy Carter running neck-inneck on the S.U. campus.
Students also voted for state
comgovernor, insurance
missioner and Initiative 325.
Out of the 210 students who
voted, 47.1 per cent voted for
Gerald Ford, 46.2 per cent for
Jimmy Carter, and 6.7 per cent
for Eugene McCarthy. According to Joe Straus, ASSU first
vice president and mock election
coordinator, these percentages

corresponded exactly to the
latest Gallup Poll.
64.4 PER CENT CAST votes

in favor of John Spellman for
state governor in opposition to
35.6 per cent for Dixie Lee Ray.
Straus questioned whether this
vote could have been influenced
by the fact Spellman is an alumnus of S.U.
The vote for insurance commissioner was equally divided;
50 per cent for Richard Marquardt and 50 percent for Karl
Hermann. Regarding Initiative
325 (Nuclear Safeguards), 52.5

were in favor of safeguards and
47.5 were against them.
"I think the terminology may
for
have affected this vote
those who didn't understand the
initiative. People see the word
'ban' for the ban, against the
ban," Strauss said.
"MANY STUDENTS didn't
want to vote in these mock elections because they were still a
little fuzzy as to who they want in
office. Ithink that many of those
students who were unsure Friday
will still beundecided Tuesday,"
he said last week.

...

Graham (D); Attorney General
Slade Gorton (R) and Commissioner of Public Lands Bert
Cole (D) all received enough
votes of confidence for another

nor.

Early election returns showed
Miss Ray ahead and the margin
grew to a near-landslide bloom.
The former chairman of the
Atomic Energy Commission
during Nixon's administration
campaigned as a self-designated
"non-politician."
John Spellman, King County
Executive since the office's birth
in 1969, outspent Miss Ray

U.S. Senator Henry Jackson,
Bth rankingin seniority, defeated
Republican George Brown, and
airplane pilot from Renton.
Incumbent State Insurance
Commissioner Karl Herrmann,
of suspicion and scandals
about his office's operations, was
ousted by challenger Richard
Marquardt in the state's only

subject

defeat: Initiative 322, making
fluoridation of public waters illegal;Initiative 325, curbingconstruction of nuclear power
facilities; and Senate Joint
Resolution 139, making wage
increases effective for all
legislators simultaneous and
House Joint Resolution 64,
creating a state agency to draft
model county home-rule
charters.
It's possible HJR 64 didn't
succeed because voters didn't fully or even partially understand it
and voted against it anyway or
voters didn't understand it so
they didn't vote either way.
The voters pamphlet has room
for improvement in making such
issues clear to the prospective
voters, not just providing the
arguments of the two sides and
leaving it up to the voter's interpretation.
Meanwhile. Referendum Bill
36 favoring financial disclosure
of appointed state officials and
Senate Joint Resolution 1377.
permitting school levies for twoyear periods instead of the
current one-year period, survived voter scrutiny.
Proponents of Initiative 322
a latecomer not listed in the
regular voter pamphlet are
challenging the election results.
The measure was missing on
ballots in 30of the county's 2.399
precincts. After discovering the
error, election officials corrected
the ballots some time afterward
Tuesday.
In addition to not knowing

how many county voters cast
votes before the changes were
made, many people didn't have
access to the supplement describupset.
ing the measure.
A higher voter turnout than
LIEUTENANT GOVER- expected
is attributed to
(D);
Cherberg
NOR John
Secretary of State Bruce Chap- Tuesday's good weather and the
man (R); Treasurer Robert neck-in-neck presidential and

O'Brien

(D);

Auditor Robert

gubernatorial elections.

Letters to the editor
care

often a student concern becomes
nothing but a faint whisper. Student senators do pursue student
To the editor:
It's about time some people needs as they percieve them, but
started to care, maybe it's even a total picture of the student
time people started to give a body is not represented on the
damn. Seattle University is more senate.
Fall quarterelectionsare comthan a place to get an academic
education, it's a place to care ing up very soon, and the time is
about and to-change for the ripe to bring the senate in tune
with the rest of the student body.
better.
For those purposes we have It is no secret that there are many
ASSU government, to actively groups on campus that lack
pursue the best interests of the representation; let's change that,
students. The student's voice can now. Older students, women,
veterans,
and
and must be heard through the commuters,
students
minority
too
lack adequate
but
much
senate,
ASSU

The Spectator
Published Thursdays during the
school year except on holidays and
during examinationsby Seattle University. Edited by S.U. students with
editorial and business offices at 825
10th Aye., Seattle WA 98122. Second
class postage paid at Seattle.
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representation, that should be
changed. Seattle University is all
these groups and much more,
let's see that represented in the
senate.

This is your chance now, four
and the freshman class
presidency are open with no incumbents running. The senate is
not just a resolution passing
body, mind you, but has control
over an $82,000 budget. That's
part of your tuition dollar remember. If you are mad at the
senate or the ASSU OR have an
idea you want advanced OR even
if youagreewith what we'vebeen
doing, then give a damnand run
for the senate,Seattle University,
and yourself.
Joe Straus
ASSU first vice president
seats

evident
To the editor:
I am a transfer student and a
veteran of three state schoolmislearning attempts. Information
reached me that S.U. had the
faculty in music and foreign
languages, two particular interests of mine, that weresecond
to none.
Upon arrival, Ifound out that

Dr. Gallucci, a fine arts instruc-

resigned in lieu of
departmental cutbacks and
harsh feelings between other fine
arts teachers (Jesuits in particular) and himself.
Now the highly-successful
French-in-France program, considered one of the best foreign
exchangeprograms on this continent, is being cancelled because
the Jesuits refuse to hire another
competent teacher who could be
used in the three year rotation
system which is now is use.
I paid for mediocrity at state
schools and expected the best
fromthe Jesuits. What is education and educators in this country coming to? Are the Jesuits
concerned with educating or do
they want more money? The
answers are evident to me!
Steve "Zuk" Zukaitis
tor,

exposed
This letter is in response to K.
O. Donohoe's article last week

about theintramural soccer team
called "the Slaughterhouse 5." I
thought it onlylair that everyone
on the team be exposed and
especially K.O. himself as he is a
player on our team.

K.O.s nickname "Klod" is
quite suitable since his specialties
include: heading the air rather

than the balland picking himself
off the Astro-Tun after tripping
over his own two feet. This is a
clear indication of a frustrated
journalist trying tomake it as an
athlete.
He secretly admits that he
attributes his soccer ability tothe
innate "macho" in him. When
asked why he didn't include
himself on the "macho" list he
replied: "I didn't have to.
everyone already knows." Klod
said. "After all.Iamthe M.0.C.
. . 'Man on Campus."
Ciood try, you Klod.
"Killer" Easter

.

editor's note: letters to the
editor must be typed double
space, signed and should not
exceed 250 words. We reserve the
right to edit for length or
profanity. We also reserve the
right to withhold letters deemed
in poor taste.
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Players score for hungry Swine flu shots
available at S.U.
by Barb Shea
Swine flu shots are now being
given from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday in the
S.U. Health Center.
Shots have been available
since the middle oflast week but
according toNancy Dings, R.N.,
the recent adverse publicity of
the shots has contributed to a
slow reaction by the S.U. population to receive the flu shots.
Dings said they have given
over 200 shots but have enough
vaccine and syringes to innoculate the entire University
population.

Dix, N.J., fell prey to a new
mutation of the flu virus.

THIS MUTATION is the
result ofa major changein the flu
virus, a change that occurs every
10 years.
Dr. J. Paul Millar,member of
the center for disease control,
said, "It'scalled a swine influenza virus because it was first
but the
isolated from swine
swine have very little to do with
this is a
human infection .
human-to-human spread disease, you don't get it from eating
pork."
Millar made his statements in
"A Special Report:The National
of Influenza Immunization Pro-

by Pat Dowd

Starting the morning of
November 22, four S.U.students
will begin a marathon doubles
tennis match to raise money for
the Seattle area Food Banks.
Baumer,
Kevin
David
Donohoe, Kirk MacGregor and
Mike Pagan will play in the
marathon, which is part of the
drive staged by the Intercollegiate Knights service fraternity and the S.U. "Bread for the
World" chapter.
PURPOSEOF the matchis to
aid the emergency feeding
program initiated by the greater
Seattle Council of Churches.
The "marathon men" hope to
play through the evening of
November 24, stopping for five
minutes rest each hour. At this
pace the foursome would set a
new Guiness world record, sur-

passing the current mark of 54
hours.
If the weather is dry, the match
will be played on the courts
beside Bellarmine Hall. The
match will move to the indoor
courts at Connolly Center in the
event of rain.
IN PREPARATION for the
marathon, the players have
already gone into training.
Junior Pagan said he has been
doing "a lot of running," while
sophomore Baumer said that he
has gradually been reducing his
hours of sleep.
A minimum goal of 30 hours
has been set by the players. To
accomplish this they are trying
everything from transcendental
meditation during their five
minute breaks to protein
powder in their food. Playing
music on courtside, varying the

color of tennis balls, wearing

bright colored clothes and support from the crowd will help the
players fight monotony.
"The event will give us an
opportunity to contribute our
health and our assistance to
those less fortunate,the hungry,"
Don Foran, S.J., the I.X.'s
moderator said. Foran commented that the timing of the
event,
three days before
Thanksgiving, willfocus peopjes'
attention on theneed for funding
the Food Banks for Thanksgiving and beyond.
Donations shouldbe endorsed
to "Hunger Network"and sent to
Foran at S.U., Seattle, Wa.
98122. Contributions willalsobe
accepted at courtside during the
match.

THERE ARE two types
vaccines.The first is the bivalent,
Swine and A/ Victoria flu vaccine given to people between the
ages of 18 and 57. The second is
the monovalent, swine flu vaccine given to those people over
57.
The vaccine will not give one
the flu because it is made from
killed viruses. Most people will
suffer no side effects from the
vaccine.
However, tenderness at the
site of the shot may occur and
some people willalsohave fever,
chills,headaches or muscle aches
within the first 48 hours. The flu
vaccine has rarely been
associated with severe or fatal
reactions.
The reason for this recent
governmentpush ofthe swine flu
shots dates back to February
1976 when 500 persons in Fort

...
..

gram."

With the vast majority of the
American people beingsusceptible to swine flu, it is possible
there could be an epidemic this
winter.

A BARBER
SALON
and Hair Cutting
Emporium

Contemporary Cuts For
Men and Women Featuring

(j/IDAL SASSOON)
HAIR CARE
PRODUCTS200

1001 Broadway— Suite

(corner of Broadway al Madison)

Appointments call

325-3264

NEW YORK
CHARTER FLIGHTS

Senate meeting

U.W. refused, counseling unused CHRISTMAS VACATION

by Kristie Sherrodd
Following an executive session Monday night, the senate
refused to grant a request by
Gloria Christisen, United Way

representative, for a financial
contribution to her organization.
The money would have come
out of the senate general fund.
Dr. Al Gerston, new director
of the campus Counseling and
Testing Center, told the senate
that the facility is "grossly under
utilized." His plan is to discredit
current beliefs that the Center
exists only for the disturbed and
confused and to make it a
resource which generally improves the quality of life on
campus and meets the needs of
all students.

Hall director, needs student
volunteers to assist her in
research dealing with on campus
alcohol consumption.
Maria Sullivan reported that
in a survey of students in the
foreign languagedepartment she
found approximately 35 persons
interested in a Spanish-in-Spain
program. She also warned that
the French-in-France program is
in peril and encouragedpersons
to help salvage it with positive
JUDY SHARP, Bellarmine reinforcement.

those interested
in medical related careers.
Teresa Castellano received the
nod as homecoming chairman
and is now seeking committee
members to help plan the dance
which willbe held on January 29.
Students are needed tohelp in
hiring a financial aid counselor
to replace one who recently
resigned, according to Kip
Toner, director of financial aid.
Delta, a club for

IN ANEFFORT to dothis the

located in the
McGoldrick Student Center, will
hold an open house today from
1 1 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2to 4:30
p.m. during which refreshments
will be served. At this time a list
of workshops to be held
throughout the year will also be
formally presented.
In additional business the
senateallocated $85 forfilms and
transportation to Alpha Epsilon

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1976
8:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

Homecoming

626-6815

Break-Away Tours, P.O. Box 313
Cathlamet, WA 98612
(206) 795-8734

...

Do you feel unrepresented
or discouraged?

STUDENT UNIONBUILDING

is looking for interested
students to help with
Homecoming activities. Interest meeting
noon Wednesday in the
ASSU office or leave
name at ASSU office,
second floor, Chieftain,

United Airlines round trip from Portland
Hotel, Transfers, Taxes & Tips

"GIVE A
DAMN

Center,

Chairman

$2I9 all inc.
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Do Something
About It

NOW!
Run fc>r the ASSU Senate
positions 1, 2, 3, 4 or
freshman class president.

-

I
Admnrv Ttrlurta IS.7S BrttanakM
<>l>l>v
Tirkrls .ie llw D.K.r $.'1.25

Sign-ups ASSU office through
4:30 p.m. Wed., Nov. 10.
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University theater: temple to Teatro Inigo
the "only all-Indian company in

and faculty to visit and get to
the country," according to know what we're all about,"
Donald Matt, the General Matt said.
Manager of the Red Earth PerAnother activity at the Teatro
Inigo is the fall quarter producforming Arts Company.
tion of "The Two Gentlemen of
THE COMPANY was form- Verona," a Shakespearean comed in 1974 by Matt and John edy done as an old western
Kauffman. Their first show was movie.
"THE LANGUAGE will re"Coyote Speaks: An Indian
Creation" performed at the main Shakespears but the style,
setting and costumes will depict
Bumbershoot Festival.
They opened at Teatro Inigo the American West," Bill Dore,
with "Raven," an Indian ritualof the director, said.
The cast is made up of S.U.
song and dance in contemporary
form.
students and Seattleites. David
This summer they became a Butler is the designer and
full-time company to meet the technical director andLeslie Kay
demands of their widening Somerville is costumes designer.
The play will run from Nov.
audience by touring reservations
N-13
and 18-20 and S.U. TEATRO INIGO, located behind Loyola Hall at Broadway
communities
in
the
and
students
with I.D. cards will be and East Columbia, is the site of S.U.theatricalperformances.
Northwest.
"It's beenimmeasurable work- admitted free. For reservations
"WE PAINTED the inside ing here and we're interested in call 626-6740.
black and got some old chairs formalizing our relationship
from a nearby mortuary and five with S.U. and becoming a
©Th«G«plS'6
ON STAGE! IN PERSON!
davenports from St. Vincent de theater in residence," Matt said
Paul," Conners said, laughing at in a recent interview.
the memory.
The theater opened, with the
THE CORE members of the
appropriate showing of company are Phyllis Brisson,
dignataries, with "Beautiful Peo- Keith Conway, Linda Egger,
ple." The play's run wascut short Kauffman and Matt, with guest
because of the assassination of artists and directors in many
Center
President Kennedy.
shows.
Teatro Inigo has another first.
"We welcome S.U. students
by Barb Shea

Teatro Inigo is not one of the
best-known buildings on campus
but it is one of the more interesting ones.
Built in the early twenties as a
Methodist Church, its history
includes a stretch as a Jewish
Temple, a Unitarian Church
and, until 1963, a Jehovah's
Witness Church. In the summer
of 1963 S.U. purchased the
church with the idea of making a
theater out of it.
James Conners, S.J., drama
professor, persuaded A. A.
Lemieux, S.J., then president of
S.U., to buy the building and
give him enough money to get
some required public health
items such as panic bars and
ceiling sprinklers.

-
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! Student Interest Survey !

j

Fall 1976

j

In an effort to provide a range of services to S.U.j
|students, the Counseling and Testing Center members request j

j students prioritize their interests.

■ Name;

Age:

j Class:

Major

I

Phone:

J

WILLIE
NELSON
DAVID ALLAN COE
TICKETS: $5, $6, $7.

/ LIFE AFTER \*

/

8. Study habits
9. Assertiveness training
■ 10. Meditation
|11. Examination of college life
j12. Couple's group
I13. Women's group: identity and role conflict
I14. Guilt
15. Parents' group
A. Both parents

B. Single parents' group
student's group
16.
Older
|
j1 7. A workshop: write a topic of interest

I

to you

Surveys may be deposited at the Counseling and Testing

J

!Center, McGoldrick Student Development Center, the Bookstore i

" lobby or the Chieftain lobby.

Fidelity Lane Ticket Office, 1622-4th Aye.; Shoreline
Music; Campus Music; Bell, Book & Candle; Carousel Music, Everett; Lamonts of Burien; Bon Marche,
Tacoma Mall; Bay Records & Tapes, Bremerton; Dez
.400. For Informationcall 624-4971

XIS THEREX

| 3. Depression
I 4. Stress and anxiety
I 5. Interpersonal communications skills
I*6. Opportunity to form a "second-chance" family
7. Vocational career choice

j *This workshop focuses on coming to grips with issues of choice, I
Iinvitation and rejection in a family situation. Six-to-eight- J
Imember families will be formed, each member attempting to J

family atmosphere in which to experience mini- !
mum defensiveness and effective relationships. The goal is to ■
" discover new possibilities about the family members rather than |
to achieve an ideal family.
I
create a good

COLLEGE?

IIt depends on what "life" means....
I Formost of us, life is agoodjob,a good wife, a good house,
I a goodcar.
For some (and perhaps for you) this is not enough. The
"goodlife" somehow is not enough.Life must mean something different:the attempt to live inunion with God, to serve
others, to give as totally and as generously as you can.
ThePaulists offer a way oflife whichcan satisfyyoung men
who seek more than the "goodlife." As a small community
of Catholic priests, wehave worked for
— over a century
throughoutthe UnitedStates andCanada fromManhattan
to Toronto, from Greensboro to Houston, from Los Angeles
to Fairbanks. Our mission?To speak the message of Jesus
Christ to this modernworld: to communicateHis shattering
loveand overwhelmingforgivenessina time and worldwhere
He so often seems absent.
To do so, weare actively involved in parish work, preaching, adult education, campus ministry, publishing and mass
communications.We are missionaries; we are bridgebuilders.We seek to serve the Gospel in ever new ways.
ThePaulist life is not an easy one.But one who dares will
find rewards beyond expectation,satisfactions beyond
dreams.But not completesatisfaction, for weare constantly
searching to makethe Gospelreal to morepeoplein today's
world.
Don't letyour idealismdie. Discover whatour community
can meanto you.

/^^\
B|^Jl

Rev.Frank DeSiano.is v
i

lost and found
Campus lost and found is in
the Bookstore mailroom.

1

Director ol Vocations

PAULIST FATHERS

Dept.Bl7o

415 West 59th Street

New York. NY 10019

The biggest selection
anywhere. In the most
colorsandsizes.We've
got it.All in one place.
Ours.Fall into the Gap
today.

Fit) out the couponbelow

!

I

It works
for all of us

opera house

Sex:

1. Human sexuality
2. Identity

J
J

Seattle

piu.

The workshops listed below are possible projects being con-|
| sidered by the Counseling Center. Students are asked to rankj
j these workshops by degree of interest. These priorities willl
Idetermine which workshops are of value to the students, results
Iof this survey will be published after tabulation.

J

nov n

for more Informationabout the Paulists.

DearFather OeSiano:
Please send me moreinformation on the work
of the Paulists and the Paulist Priesthood.
NAME

—^—

— —— — — —

STREET ADDRESS
C|TY

COLLEGEATTENDING

STATF

z|p

NORTHGATE MALL
SOUTH CENTER
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Unsuccessful K-2 expeditionplans 78conquest

untrained. Most of themare simple farmers,Baltis,
from the northwest corner of Palistan. Because of
the late spring in 1975,many of the men had tostay
behind to tend their fields. The force of porters was
significantly reduced, Mary Lou explained.

by Marilyn D. Clement

She sat on the couch, hugging her knees, her
bare feet tucked up under her orange Pakistani
caftan with its attractive floral design. Her short
brown hair curled softly about her face.
"I know it'd never be the same, the second time
'round." She paused reflectively, then her large
brown eyes growing wide with excitement,she said,
"but Iguess Ireally do want to go back."
AFTER THE unsuccessful attempt on K-2,
the world's second tallest peak, Mary Lou flew over
to Pakistan to meet the American climbing team,
the summer of 1975.
In her soft, gentle voice, she spoke of what it's
like being married to Jim Wickwire, attorney,
mountain climber and the father of her five young
children.
"The very first thing Jim asked me when I
arrived in Pakistan," Mary" Lou said, "was, Would
you let me come back?' So caught up in the
excitement, and happy to be with her husband
again after four months, she said yes without even
thinking.
"Of course, if he were determined, there would
be little Icould do to stop him," she observed.

'

AS LONG as she's known him, Jimhas always
climbed. At first all the talk bored her,but over the
years as she's listened to the men describe their
experiences, she has gradually come to understand
something of the mystical force which draws them
back to the mountain tops again and again.
"Jim does not climb for glory or the notoriety,
although in the last few years a lot has been
generated," she said. "One thing Ienvied was his
opportunity to know people and enjoying a common bond. There is a great deal of camaraderie
among the members of the expedition. Thisis what
especially attracts Jim. There's a natural letdown
when it's over."
IF ALL goes well, the expedition may be
returning to Pakistan in 1978. Jim Whittaker,
leader of the team, recently applied to the Pakistani

government for a permit. The Polish team has been
granted permission to climb K-2 in 1976 followed
by the Japanese team in 1977. Only one country is
allowed to climb any one mountain peak each year.
This is partially due to the fragile nature of the
countryside, she said.
With some 400 to 600 porters accompanying
these expeditions, logistics become a problem, she
continued. As there is no firewood, fuel has to be
carried for the portable cookingstoves. Jim's party
was most careful about waste, taking care either to
burn or bury it.
Often the porters took empty plastic and glass
containers home for their personal use. Previous
parties had not been so thoughtful. Because
decomposition at that altitude takes place so

She observed, "Out of touch with civilization,
theirs is a bare bones survival. Only in harshest
winter does the government supplement their food
source. The country is desolate."
The expedition's liaison officer, a major in the
Pakistani Army, hired a man able to speak the
porters' dialect to act as supervisor. However, he
became ill very early and was forced to return
home, she said. After that, communication with the
porters was tenuous.
Walking over the rock and ice, many of the
porters were barefoot while others wore only
sandals. Already in poor health, they quickly
developed respiratory problems.
She continued, bronchitis and pneumonia
plagued some of the members of the expedition as
well. This left only four men to do most of the
climbing. The high altitude porters did not perform
well, forcing the climbers to carry much of their
own supplies.
The weather was unusually bad. After each
gradually, signs of their presene may linger for
it was necessary to wait two or three days for
storm,
years.
danger of
"The '75 expedition was stopped 6,000 feet the mountain to clear off to avoid the
had run
costly,
they
delays
The
were
short of the summit," Mary Lou said. Relying upon avalanches.
mission
had
to
be
aborted.
money,
of
the
an old photograph taken in 1909 to choose the out
climbing route, the team had hoped to fly over the
MARY LOU and Jim stayed with members of
northwest ridge on their way in to Skardu.
Foreign Service during their twothe
American
However, the Pakistani government would not
that
followed. As there are only 400
week
vacation
allow them to enter Chinese air space.
Pakistan,
their hosts seemed parAmericans in
terrain,
by
their
visit.
Outside theirofficial
pleased
ticularly
view
the
had
been
able
to
IF THEY
they would have immediately known it was im- duties, there is very little social life, she said.
"One night we went down to the beach, 30 or
possible. They were actually camped one month on
Chinese soil only to discover there was no way to so miles from the capital city of Karachi. It was
get around the rock spires which formed a solid deserted except for several beach huts which
originally had been built by the British. Most
barrier on the northwest ridge.
probably because of inaccessibility to water, the
"They learned so much from that first ex—
Pakistanis do not swim," Mary Lou said.
perience, it'd be a shame for them not to utilizeit
through,"
she said.
"It was the season for the giant sea turtles to
a waste for all they had gone
worry.
come up out of the Arabian sea onto land. Thefirst
"I keep very busy when he goes. Idon't
night,
I trust his judgment and his skill and know he night we did not see anything. But the second
turtle
spotted
darkness,
we
a
as
his
out
into
the
might
injure
peering
would not take any chances that
greatly
covering
up
eggs.
she
her
was
health. He told me that my attitude
"Each turtle lays about 200 eggs, each the size
enhanced is experience over there."
the
Moslem
of
a ping pong ball. Then she makes her slow,
Before the 1947 partition in which
exciting to be a
and Hindu people of the subcontinent were laborious crawl to the sea. It was
ritual,"
Mary Lou
primitive
age-old
of
this
India,
and
trained
part
separated out into Pakistan
loads
packing
in
said.
experienced
Nepal,
Sherpas from
British influence is felt everywhere, she
in high elevations,used to assist climbing parties in
observed,
English
the
even in the buildings and the formal
Hillary,
wholed
Pakistan. Sir Edmund
in
is so romantic. Yes, if the expedition is
gardens.
of
Mt.
Everest
It
conquest
first
expedition in the
1953, started a training school for Sherpas in given the go ahead,she'll definitely want to go back
to the subcontinent. It's a fascinating part of the
Nepal.
world.
THE PORTERS used now in Pakistan are

I interviews, jobs|
JOB-FINDING WORKSHOP
There will be a job-finding workshop November 15-19,
sponsored by Interaction (a state employment service). For
more information, please check with the Office of Career
Planning and Placement in the McGoldrick Student Development Center.
«
"Decision making can be Fun" is the name of the group
that is meeting on Fridays at 3 p.m. for students who are
pursuing a career but don't know where to begin or who are
having other difficulties with career-type decisions. For more
information contact the Office of Career Planning and
Placement.
All work-study elegible students not employed are asked
Center,
to come to Career Planning and Placement
McGoldrick Student Development Center, and see Leanne

"

*

JOBS AVAILABLE
The following jobs are available through the Office of
Career Planning and Placement in the McGoldrick Student
Development Center:
NIGHT AUDITOR/DESK CLERK, ($3 hourly part-time).
Accounting duties —prefer second-or-third-year accounting
student.
LAB ASSISTANT, ($3.50 hourly, part-time), prefer biology
or chemistry student with lab experience. Located near
campus.

Guy's & Gal's with more
taste than money can get
"Today's" kind of look to go
with "Today's" kind of lifestyle
at Renon's Hairstyling School.
We take a little— longer, we like
to be exacting But then who
doesn't like to be pampered
sometimes.

fYou
<

.

X
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Hair Style Cuts— mcl. Shampoo & Airwave

$5.95

I

Renon's Hairstyling School
14352 LAKE CITY WAY N.E.

Hours: Tues., thurs., Fir, Sat..
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
(Appointments not always necessary)

wy
OffCC
#363"8555
H'y

Men's Hairstyling Cuts

iwrS"
bIAUU huum
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The Fronf r des between comedy, tragedy
by Joseph Guppy
It is difficult to combine tragedy and comedy but
"The Front," the story of the
blacklisting of entertainment
people by anti-communists in the
early '50s, does remarkably well.
The basic story is tragic.
Overzealous McCarthyites, with
the help of Ronald Reagan, then
president of the Screen Actors
Guild, conducted a misguided
search for Communists in the
film industry. When it was over,
many careers were destroyed
through blacklisting and seven
writers, two directors and one
producer were in jail.
Theunrestrained investigation
hurt many innocent people and
eventually destroyed the
credibility of the antiCommunists themselves.If there
were any real Communist
revolutionaries they were lost in
the hysteria.

AMONG THOSE blacklisted were the director, writer and
several stars of "The Front."
With such personal feelings involved, it is a wonder the film
didn't deteriorate into a
propagnadistic diatribe.
Director Martin Ritt and

writer Walter Bernstein avoided
that trap through humor, though
the humoris pretty grim at times.
They focused on a humorous
aspect of the blacklisting era:the
hiring of a front-man by
blacklisted writers.
Woody Allenis the front. Heis
actually a bookie and a tavern
cashier but with his name on the
television scripts threeother men
write, he turns into an overnight
sensation.
HIS OWN admission
is "practically illiterate"
is hilarious to watch him
around his ignorance
when confronted with the TV
producer (Hershel Bernardi)and
his secretary.
However, Allen's humor is
combined with a seriousness and
a tension that makes the viewer
choke onhis own laughter. Allen
seems almost out-of-place in this
film, not because of his performance is lacking, but because we
have become so used to the
outrageous insanity of his own
comedies.
The comedyofRitt and Bernstein contains a serious bite that
Allen's zany satire never has.
Zero Mostel plays Hecky
BY
Allen
and it
dance

arts & entertainment
U.W. theaters offer
quality entertainment
this offering, but much of it was
by Jean Kohlman
The price of a theater ticket superficial dialogue in the beat
gives pause to all ofus who must tradition, part poetry, part
take our pocketbooks into con- comedy-drama.
The audience had too
sideration.
Looking over the current play hilarious a time on the trip to
offerings and a flat pocketbook nowhere with Clay to bother
this past weekend narrowed the with underlying themes.
The cast members arelisted by
list but did not eliminate it.
order of their first appearanceon
THE UNIVERSITYof Wash- stage. Each performer in the cast
ington's Drama Department has assumed additional roles as the
three theaters: Penthouse,Show- play progessed with the excepboat and Glenn Hughes. A play tion of Stanley Nicholes as
is being performed or in produc- young "Tel."
The action and movementwas
tion at one or all three theaters
precise and well-timed. Blocking
during the school year.
was well thought
Admission
— to the productions of movement
is painless a buck for non- out and the cast moved in harwithin the
students — and 50 cents for mony with eachother
students a bonanza in these limitation of the stage at the
times if it happens to be a good Penthouse.
piece of theater.
COSTUMING BY James
On view Saturday night was
"Telemachus Clay" written by Crider was uniform: skirts and
Lewis John Carlino and directed blouses, pants and shirts.
by Craig Turner. The two-act Lighting by Richard Devin was
play was performed in the arena effective, particularly in his use
of colored filters.
of the Penthouse Theater.
We meet the celluloid lords of
Props were non-existent;they
actors
the
cinema at a cocktail party. A
of
the
were in the hands
friendship
and in the eyes of the beholders. producer who feigns his wife to
at the partyintroduces
wife here,
THE SET consisted of paper- Clay, "Take my drawing
gufhas,"
everyone
else
and
square
in
covered boxes
audience.
faws
from
the
oblong shapes on which the acAnother scene shows the
tors sat, slept, talked, made love,
stood, and shouted with con- Hollywood-types discussing the
filming of a movie,"Confessions
siderable believability.
of
a Wayward Nun." A prop,one
The story of the play revolves large cross, is missing from the
around "Tel" Clay, a youngman set. It's finallylocated onanother
who dreams of Hollywood fame soundstage. "Y'know where they
and fortune as a writer of films found it? On a set of 'I Married
(and dreams). He leaves his King Kong."
home, Downsville, its smallThe cast slipped in and out of
town ways, and a pregnant their multiple roles with ease,
girlfriend.
providing the audience with a
Arriving in Hollywood, he wide variety of characters.
Laurie Lapinski as the
meets sordidness, pretense, and
girlfriend
disillusionment.
An
ocdrew a round of welltotal
casional letter from his girlfriend deserved applause inher scene of
detailing her impendingdelivery child-bearing. Rick Ray was a
"Thomelicits hisinterest but serves asno splendid beat-prophet,laughs
as
as,"
Bill
Terkuile
drew
deterhopeless
to
Tel's
deterrent
mination tosucceed in a worldhe the seducer-producer of young
Clay; the cast members were all
doesn't understand.
strong contributors to an enAnd we didn't
A BITOF digging into Greek joyable evening.
mythology could have added a have to pay through the nose for
dimension of understanding to it.

a comedian who is
blacklisted because he marched
in a Mayday parade andsigned a
petition. He's in theoffice of Mr.
Harrison, the chief investigator
for the anti-communists.
Brown,

especially, is a one-dimensional comedies. He is self-depecrating
caricature. He appears to be and quick with the one-liners,
but there is no escape through
without any emotions.
But the film does an excellent absurdity. This may be the
job of exploring the mentality closest Allen gets to tragedy.
However, as in his own films,
behind any witch-hunt.
he does get a beautiful girlfriend,
Andrea Marcovicci. It must be
writteninto his contract.

However, Allen's humor is combined
"THE FRONT" is a good
with a seriousness and a tension thatmakes movieif taken for what it is. It is

the viewer choke on his own laughter.
Allen seems almost out-of-place in this
film, not because his performance is lacking,
but because we have become so used to the
insanity of his own comedies.
his big

Everyone in the entertainment
industry privately says he is
hunched over with his arms out- against the persecution but they
stretched, pleads with Harrison. wereall unwilling to take a stand.
"It was this girl witha big ass," he The TV producer makes a try but
says with appropriate gestures, eventually ends up firing Mostel
that caused him to march in the on a pretense.
parade.
"Business is business" says a
This line describing a modern- nightclub owner who pays
day siren would have been ex- Mostel as little as he can because
ploited to the limit had Allen the actor's image has been
directed the movie, but under destroyed by the antiRitt's direction Mostel's despera- communists.
tion won't allow belly-laughs.
IN THE midst of all this we
Mostel was blacklisted also and have little Woody Allen who
the part he is playing is no doubt thinks his blacklisted writer
partially autobiographical.
friend is worryingabout nothing.
The entire film contains this He originally joins the operation
atmosphere of restrained, ironic out of friendship, then begins to
enjoy the money and prestige.
bitterness.
UNFORTUNATELY, some- Then things start getting comtimes the bitterness gets out of plicated.
Allen playsa serious versionof
control and the film becomes
propagandistic. Mr. Harrison, the Woody Allen from his own

MOSTEL OPENS

eyes as wide as possible, and,

definitely not a documentary on
blacklisting; it is the personal
reflections of some Hollywood
people who lived through that
era.

"The Front" rides the line
between tragedy and comedy. In
view of the history of the men
making the movie, the film is a
remarkable accomplishment. It
is neither an idealistic diatribe
nor a bitterly ironic condemnation of the era. Ritt and Bernstein have struggled to keep a
perspective, and with a sense of
humor, they have largely
succeeded.
"The Front" is playing at the
Overlake. Renton Village,
Aurora and King theaters.

1-800-RECYCLE
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COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS A MARTIN RITT JACK ROLLINS ■CHARLES H JOFFE PRODUCTION

WOODY ALLEN "THE FRONT"
wth

ZEROMOSTEL HERSCHEL BERNARDI

"
MICHAEL MURPHY. ANDREA MARCOVICCI WRITTEN BY WALTER" BERNSTEIN
" PRODUCED & DIRECTED BY MARTIN RITT A PERSKY-BRIGHT/DEVON FEATURE
H
PRODUCER
CHARLES
JOFFE
EXECUTIVE
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Women spikers now 2-0
S.U. Women's Volleyball
Team upped their current league
record to 2-0 with wins over the
UPS Loggers last week and the
Green River Community College
Gators Tuesday at the Connolly
Center. In the words of Coach
Ray Reinhardt Jr., "The
program has really improved in
the last three years here at S.U."
The UPS match found the
Chiefs winning easily by a 15-4,
7-15, 15-9 and 15-4 margin in a
best three out of five series.
FRESHMAN Jennifer Lee
from Seattle and Bonna Schibret
from Burlington were instrumental in the win for the
Chiefs.
"UPS is a well established
team," said Captain Linda
Haydock, senior from Seattle.
-photo hy steve celle
"They played moreof a defensive
game, also they've had more KOMITI PANAMA spikes the ball for S.U. in the Green River
experience in tournaments than C.C. match. Linda Haydock (24) and Bonna Schibret (22) look
we have."
on.
The Chiefs then met theGreen
said. "It was a
who
turned
C.C.
Gators
The fifth and deciding game Coach Reinhardt
River
win,"
team
he
added.
good
the
start.
"nip
was
and tuck" at
out to be more of a formidable
Coach Reinhardt cited Mcopponent.
The Chieftains then moved out
In that match, the Chieftains to a 10-5 lead with the help of Caffray as having an outstanding
found themselves down 2-0 in some excellent serving by Lee, game in both the front and back
games which is disastrous in a net play from Haydock and Teri court.
Inaddition to the players who
three out of five match. The Brown. McCaffray's service ace
previously mentioned in
were
behind
at
the
to
clinchit
for
the
dropped
at 13-5 seemed
women
Chiefs as they went on to post a this article, Laurie Alexander,
outset of the match.
victory. The Barb Vogltanz, Komiti Panama
THE GATORS, in the first 15-5 comeback match
3-2 on and Pam Sergeant round out the
Chiefs
won
the
although
play
game, dominated
team members that have been
and
stamina
determination
the Chiefs demonstrated some sheer
for a freshman practicing for the last few weeks
excellent setting and spiking with which is unique
in preparation for these games.
team.
dominated
Lee. Marsha Maromuto and
patient
was
and
The S.U. women's volleyball
"The team
Schibret leading the way. It
errors
team takes on the UPS Loggers
less
thanGreen
committed
seemed the Chiefs were missing
why we won," Nov. 12 at the Connolly Center.
the lines by mere inches, as the River and that is
(iators won 15-8.
The second game was all S.U.
as they soared out to a 12-4lead.
■
S.U. then fell apart; losing their
The S.U. soccer team suffered move more aggressively and
stamina and dropping the game a 4-0
loss at the paws of the scored another goal two minutes
16-14 apparently througherrors. University of Washington later. The Chiefs appeared to let
The Chiefs outplayed the Gators
Huskies last Wednesdaynight at down and S.U. went into the
but couldn't get that last point. HiisKy
Stadium. The teams locker room at half down 2-0.
2-0,
fought
Down
the Chiefs
leaguerecord now stands at 1-2-2
"We were killing them in the
back to takecontrol of theentire
first half," Coach Steve Allen
match, forcing the Gators into with an overall record of 3-4-2.
The Chiefs started out well said. "I thought we would win
many mistakes. S.U. won easily
playing very aggressive soccer by the game."
15-4.
hitting the post twice in the early
THE FOURTH gamesaw the minutes on corner kick attempts.
IN THE SECOND half, the
S.U. Women Spikers movingout
Chiefs had a couple of scoring
THE H.W. MOVED well at threats but didn't capitalize on
well even though the game was
close at the start. Thanks to the end of the first half; them. Player-coach Steve Allen
superb blocking and spiking taking over the scoring by a goal had a goal shot that trickled
from Sarah MeCaff ray and Lee. with five minutes to go in the wide. The entire second half was
the Chiefs bree/ed to a 15-7 win. half. The Huskies continued to basicallya back-and-forth affair.
The Huskies polished off the
scoring and the Chiefs with
two additional goals late in the
match. The final score was 4-0 in
favor of the Huskies.
"Scores never say anything,"
Results: Football
Results: Soccer
Allen said. "The final score really
doesn't say how we played."
Wednesday, Oct. 27
Thursday, Oct. 28
Whos Got Beer? over lonic Slaughterhouse 5 over
IN THE MATCH, Coach
Men, 20-8
Shadais 6-3
over
Allen
Sisters
I
cited Steve Anderson,
I.X.'s over Who Knows? 14-6 Brothers and
Dave Hammer and Mark Willsie
Aegis Staff 7-4
Friday, Oct. 29
as having an exceptional game
GummersoverSigma lota 2-0 Thursday, Oct. 28
for the Chieftains.
Brothers and Sisters II over
Tuesday, Nov. 2
Heimskringla 5-0
lonic Men over Who Knows?
"WE'LL LEARNBY our mis14-6
Blitos over Shadais 2-0
hopefully," Allensaid.
takes.
Chiefaritos,
Tuesday,
Nov.
over
12-8
2
I.X.'s
have
a young team and we
"We
Spankers over Brothers and
have to mature on the forward
sisters
3
Upcoming Games
line."
The teamraninto a scheduling
Tonight
Upcoming Games
difficulty last Saturday with the
7:30 Heimskringla vs.
UPS Loggers in their trek to
Tonight
Gummers
Tacoma.
8:30 DingBats vs. Do Rondas 7:00 Spankers vs. Shadais
Apparently there were two
8:00 Brothers and Sisters Ivs.
9:30 Sigma lota vs. Snafus
schedules, possibly due
different
Tomorrow
Brothers and Sisters II
to changes that were made due to
6:00 Who's Got Beer? vs. Who Tuesday
conflicting schedules with footSpankers
7:00
vs.
Knows?
ball and soccer. S.U.s schedule
Heimskringla
Tuesday
read
2 p.m. and UPS's 11:30 a.m.
7:30 Ding Bats vs. Do Rhon- 8:00 Aegis Staff vs. Shadais
UPS called S.U.s Athletic
Wednesday
das
Department at 11:30, asking
7:00 Spankers vs. Blitos
8:30 Gummers vs. Snafus
where the soccer team was.
9:00 Heimskringla vs. The 8:00 Slaughterhouse 5 vs.
Third Party
Brothers and Sisters II
THE ATHLETIC Department replied they'd be there by I
Entries are now being accepted for the arm wrestling
p.m. for the 2 p.m.match. When
tournament. Deadline is Tuesday. Also entries for the Cross
the team arrived, they found no
Country tournament are now being accepted. Contact the
UPS team and were told they
Intramural office.
had forfeited the match.
The Chiefs' next match is the
Themen's and women's racketball laddersare still being
game against the
rescheduled
formed. Anyone interested, contact the I.M. office.
same UPS Loggers this Saturday

\Booters crushed 4-01

("Curtis' Comer"i
The Seahawks were plucked last weekend by a hungry Los
Angeles Ram football squad, absorbing their most embarrassing defeat by a 45-6 count. The game wasn't that close.
The Hawkies looked bad, but look for them this weekend to
upset the Atlanta Falcons. They're primed and ready, rough
and tough, etc., etc. Take Seattle by 3 in a tight one.
IN AN INCIDENT that has been ignored by most
national media, 11 football players and an assistant trainer
were killed in a wild incident at a college football game last
weekend. The Ithica Parakeets were visiting the Tacoma
Smelters in an inter-sectional battle which pitted the top two
very small college teamsin the nation. With Ithica on top by a
14-12 count and eight seconds remaining in this epic struggle,
the play that will surely go down incollege football's all-time
annals as the most bizarre ever seen occurred.
The Smelters were only 12 yards from paydirt, and
split their end wide to the left while the Parakeets were still
in their defensive huddle. The end, Moose Krausetcowitz,
produced a sub-machine gun and fired it right into the
defensive huddle, killing them all immediately. The Tacoma
cheerleaders, immediately noticing the momentum swing to
their beloved Smelters, started the frenzied crowd into a "We
shot down the birds" yell that could be heard in Enumclaw. The
Smelters easily put the ball in the end zone to clinch a hardfought 18-14 win. No flags were thrown on the play.
When queried as to his team's strategy, the coach replied,
"There is no rule in the book outlawing the use of automatic
weapons. We won it fair and square. It wasall legal." The Ithica
coach was miffed that there wasno flag, saying, "That guy with
the gun was offside, and they missed it."
Krausetcowitz was put into protective custody after the
game and offered his version, "Those guys were cheating the
whole time, they called me nasty names, so Ikilled them. All
week in practice we shouted shoot down the birds,so Idid." Big
Moose said he only meant to wound them "but they really
made me mad. Actually Ifeel kind of bad about it."
Local law enforcement authorities said they were
helpless to do anything, adding, "All those players knew the
risk of playing such a rough game." The introduction of guns
into football does present an interesting question, said the
Parakeet coach, who planned to work this week on a suitable
defense for it. He also extended his deepest sympathy to the
dead players' families and friends. Names of the dead were not
released, pending notification to next of kin.
IN OTHER SPORTS NEWS, intramurals right here on
the S.U. campus are in full swing, with the most participants in
many years playing flag football and soccer. The football
games are being played on the new-surface of the Broadway
playfield, which is like playing on asphalt. It has about the
same consistency as a running track, and to fall on that stuff is
painful. The drainage is better, but playing football in the gym
would be dry also. Give me back the mud.

''

at Tacoma at 11 a.m.

|

Classifieds
"

intramurals

..
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List of Federal Job Information

—

—

WORK OVERSEAS FOR THE U.S.
GOVERNMENT! all fields a few
months, or permanentpositions. Eu—

——

—

—

—

Nation Wide
"Centers
Further Information on Employ"
"
ment in Engineering Accounting
"
Personnel
Administration
" Library
"
"Teaching
Recreational
Work
"
"
"
Maintence Supply Management
"
Agriculture "Medical Skilled Trades
" Semi-Skilled and MUCH, MUCH

rope Japan Africa Australia
South
Far East
South Pacific
America. The U.S. Governmentis the
largest employer of Americans
MORE!
overseas!To allow you the opportuni- ORDER NOW! DON'T DELAY!
ty to explore working for the U.S. Send for your copy of "How CJei a
to
Government overseas, the following
Joh Overseas with the United States
book has been researched and
$4.00
(cash, check or
written. "HOW TO GET A JOB Government"
money order) payable to the
OVERSEAS WITH THE" UNITED
Collegiate Research InSTATES GOVERNMENT. This book Overseas1727 Scott Road,
Suite C,
stitute,
requirements
discusses employment
Burbank, CA. 91504. Add 50c for
and activities of 13 different U.S.
mailing.
Government Agencies in complete If dissatisfied with your book for any
detail
and you will be told whom
it for a
to contact at each one concerning reason within 30 days, return
refund, no questions asked.
full
opporcurrent overseas employment
tunities. Also complete information

—

. ..

"on:Teaching Opportunities
" Complete information on thePeace
— who and where to apply
"Corps
Employment of U.S. Government
"Ships
Employment
— at the Panama Canal

Zone
What type of positions they
hire and whom to contact.
Career opportunities in the State
Department and United States Information Agency.
Opportunities and Qualifications
as a Foreign Service Officer.
How and where to apply for Embassy positions
Men Women
Staff
Secretaries
Office Help
Personnel etc., etc.
What type of positions different
Civil Service Departments hire for
overseas employment and whom to
contact.

Close-in newly

redecorated

apartments. 430 East Howell. 325-4256.

Three bedroom furnished apartment.
Free parking, heat and most utilities.
MU 2-5376 or SH 6-6464.

"
"
"
"

—

—

—

— — —

Full-time clerk, cashier position
available at Music Menu, 1507 3rd
Aye. (3rd & Pike). Call 624-4217 for
Cathy.

—

Volleyball beginner, intermediate,
advanced. Sundays Call 523-6665.
Two reserved seats. Seattle Rep.
Tuesday student previews.Five play*
only $15. Call 447-4764.
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What's
happening?
CPA EXAM will be held at
.. . A PARTY AFTER THE
8 p.m. tomorrow. Munchies and

Professor Weis' house at
mixers will be provided— BYOß. AH business majors and
friends are invited. For further information,call Debbie at 626-6475 or 255-1138, or contact the Beta Alpha Psi office, Pigott
153.

. . . accounting
"TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976" will be the topic of the
held at 7 p.m. Monday at the

No fooling Mother Nature
by Betsey Barker
If you can't trust Mother Nature, then
whocan you trust? Somehow there's an innate
Tightness about her ways and something
basically sane and rewarding working with
her.
Unfortunately, many of us have
neglected her goodness and, instead of eating
from the rich bounty she has intended for us,
we fill ourselves regularly with foods contaminated by the wheels of progress.
Natural foods are just what they claim to
—
be natural. For this reason foods should be
eatenin theirnatural state as often as possible.
Fresh foods should always be selected in
preference to frozen or canned, and unrefined
foods should be used instead of refined.

dinner to be
Sorrento Hotel "Top O' the Town." A no-host cocktail hour
will precede the dinner at 6 p.m. All students are welcome.
Required advance registration and additional information can
be obtained at the Beta Alpha Psi office, Pigott 153, between 8
TO MAKE sure you're getting all of the
and 11 a.m.
nutritional requirements needed for good
health, your daily diet must include foods
CHEMISTRY CLUB FILM PROGRAM will present from all of the following groups. Milk;either
"Isotopes in Environmental Control" at 1 p.m. tomorrow in whole,butter or skim, or other milk products
Barman 501 It will be followed by a brief discussion of similar like plain yogurt and cheese. Whole-grain
research in this area by Mike Uhler. All interested students are breads and cereals; along with a variety of
invited to attend.
nuts and seeds. Cold-pressed vegetable oils;
such as soy, peanut, safflower or corn which
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN WORKING ON can
be used as salad dressings or in cooking.
HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES are asked to attend an Whole
citrus fruits and juices; without sugar
interest meeting at noon Wednesday in the ASSU office. Those added. Both yellow and green vegetables; a
ASSU
not able to attend are asked to leave their name withthe
portion of these to be eatenraw.Two servings
office, second floor Chieftain, 626-6815.
of lean meat; fowl, fish,or a meat substitute of
TICKETS FOR THE NOV. 14 KALAPANA CON- cheese or eggs preferably. Finally, if you must
honey instead of
CERT AT PLU are available for $2.00 in the ASSU office. use a sweetener try a little
sugar.
Natural eating need never be dull when
A TABARD INN NIGHT will be held from 9-11 p.m.
play
will
and
guitarist
A
classical
you
consider the assortment of foods
Sunday. Admission is free.
served.
available to us. Just use your imagination.
refreshments will be
Then, invite Mother Nature to lunch. She'll
A HIYU HIKE willbe held Saturday. Sign up sheets are love you for it,andin the end will reward you
the dorm bulletin boards. For further information call with her blessings of a more healthful and
Stephenie Hill at 626-5968.
vigorous life.
The following recipes are only a sampling
TICKETS FOR CARL BERNSTEIN'S SPEECH at of how good getting back to nature can taste.
noon Nov. 1 1 at the 7th Avenue Theater are available at the This hearty soup serves two as a main course
ASSU office for $3.50, reduced from $5.00.
or four as a delightful first course.
Club
Aegis
the
Vegetable Soup With A Smile
Please
return
CLUB PRESIDENTS:
Building
in
the
McCusker
water
cups
office
4
sheets
to
the
editor's
Record
oz.) tomato paste
(6
2
cans
possible.
as soon as
2 tomatoes, diced
TOMORROW IS THE LAST DAY to make a free
2 medium potatoes, diced
appointment for a 1977 yearbook portrait. Call Kennell-Ellis
2 large carrots, diced
studio at 624-0080.
2 large celery stalks, diced
1 medium onion, diced
1976 YEARBOOKS are still available. Contact the
office,
2 cloves garlic, minced
journalism department, McCusker 109 or the yearbook
1 Tbsp. Bouquet Garni
McCusker 200.
1 Tbsp. parsley flakes
SENIOR NURSING STUDENTS are invited to come to
a class get-together to socialize with fellow nursing classmates
and make plans for the year at 7:30 p.m. Sunday in the Chez
Moi, Bellarmine Hall. Bring munchies, desserts, or drinks.
next

. ..

.
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1 bay leaf
dash salt
dash pepper
1 cup freshly grated cheddar cheese
In a large pot bring water to a boil. Add
all ingredients except cheese. Reduce heat to
medium and cover. Simmer for one hour or
until vegetables are tender. Ladle into in—
dividual bowls and top with grated cheese
Smile!
Try these biscuits with your soup. They're
very tasty.
Wheat and Rice Biscuits
Vi cup whole wheat flour
1/3 cup brown rice flour
1 Tsp, baking powder
1 Tbsp. margarine
1 Tbsp. oil (corn or safflower)
1/3 cup plus 2 tbsp. milk.
Sift dry ingredients together. Cut in
margarine and oil. Add milk and form into
biscuits. The dough will be quite soft. Bake on
a greased cookie sheet in a 475 degree over for
15 minutes or until brown and firm.
Yogurt and fresh fruit make a satisfying
dessert. This treat is a nice change.
Apple and Nut Yogurt
1 cup yogurt (plain
1 small apple, diced
1 Tbsp. almonds (or other favorite nut)
ITbsp. sunflower seeds (unsalted)
1 Tbsp. raisins
1 Tbsp. coconut (unsweetened)
dash of cinnamon
Mix all ingredients together and enjoy!

Rape Awareness offers aid

WHOOPS! The sign up sheet for the two appointed
ASSU senate positions was lost. Please sign up again.
STUDENTS FOR FORD COMMITTEE will meetat 2
a.m., Friday, Nov. 6, at the Space Needle observation
platform. Bring wire cutters. No umbrellas, please.

.. .

will hold a smile-in at
. . . STUDENTS FOR CARTER evahbuddy
heah."
Sunny Jim Peanut factory. "Ah luv
president,
four judicial
class
. . . SIGN-UPS for freshman
1, 2, 3, and 4 are in the ASSU office

positions and senate seats

through 4:30 p.m. Wednesday. The primary election will be
Nov. 16, with the final election to be held Nov. 19.
AN OPEN HOUSEIS BEING SPONSOREDBY THE
COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER from 1 1 a.m. to I
p.m. and from 2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. today. All students and
faculty interested in meeting the staff and partaking of food
and beverageare encouraged to attend. The Center islocatedin
McGoldrick Student Development Center.
MUN WILL MEET at 12:15 p.m. Wednesday in the
upper Chieftain.
A general MEMBERSHIP MEETING will be held at
noon Wednesday in the Volpe Room, Pigott 154 for all
business and marketing students. Interested students are
invited to attend a wine and cheese reception from 1 p.m. to 3
p.m. Nov. 18 in the Volpe Room.
A WORKSHOP ON HOW TO HANDLE STRESS
AND DEPRESSION will be conducted by the Counseling
Center, sponsored by the S.U. residence halls, from 3 to 4:30
p.m. Tuesdays, Nov. 10-30 in the Chez Moi, Bellarmine Hall.
Sign up with Judy Sharpe in Bellarmine.

. ..

.. .
...
...

Rape Awareness Week, sponsored by Associated Women
Students, begins on Monday,

featuring several speakers from
the Seattle area.
Sgt. Noreen Skager of the
Seattle Police Department,Paul
Bernstein of the Seattle
Prosecutor's office, and
representatives of the Harborview Sexual Assault Center will
present a program from noon to
I p.m. Monday in the A. A.
Lemieux Library Auditorium.

SKAGER and Bernstein will

HELP WANTED
"How to Make $9 to $16
per hour while on
vacation or on weekend."

discuss self-defense, a rape victim's legal rights, what is
necessary to convict a rapist,
prevention tactics, the reality of
calling the police and the reality
of a trial, while Harborview
representatives will deal with the
medical aspectsof what happens
after a rape.
Two programs are scheduled
for Wednesday. From noon to I
p.m. in Xavier lobby the
Feminist Karate Union will discuss the nature and history ofthe
feminist anti-rape movement,
self-defense as a fundamental
right, rape prevention related to
attitudes and life-styles,and safety tips.
Wednesday

evening,

Barbara

Schneidman of Seattle's Rape
Relief program will speak on
how to deal with a rape and how
to deal with someone who has

been raped. The program will
run from 7 to S p.m.in the library
auditorium, with a question and
answer session following the
presentation.
A SPEAKER from Shelter for
Battered Women will present a
program on Friday, Nov. 12,
irom noon to 1 p.m. in the Che/
Moi. Bellarmine Hall.
ERA myths and realities will
be discussed by Judy Young.
Legislative coordinator of Seattle NOW and aresearch attorney
for the Washington State Court
of Appeals at 7:30 p.m. Monday,
Nov. 15. Youngwillelaborate on
how the ERA affects the individual, what it changes, and
how it stands in the U.S. today.
An S.U. graduate. Young is the
only woman from the S.U. class
of 1968 to attend law school.

<T "} plus 500 postage
4)3 and handling.

5 Point Drive In Cleaners
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